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Up, Scotty
by Marianne Flagg
A,·'SOFT BUT INSISTENT tone. rushesinto Lt. Uhura's earphone and' she dutifully informs Capt., " 'Kirk that the Starship Enter-
prise has once again.received a distress call.
The urgent plea emanates from a
supposedly uninhabited, most certainly
inhospitable, ,little green planet. Science
Officer Spockknits his brow (an action
which almost always precedes his, uttering,
'~Int~resting,Captain") .and teJ's;~ir:lc·th~~
the Tricorder ' indicates: .there is no
intelligent life on this planet.
Naturally, this does not deter Kirk from'
"beaming down" to the planet, with Spock
and the avuncular ship's doctor ,McCoy, in
tow.
Once on the planet's surface, the three
spread out and search for the source of the
distress signal. What they encounter is an
a..'11orphous cloud of color, an undulating
Continued to page 6 ••
Gene Roddenberry, mastermind behind Star Trek and his celebrated
starship 0 Enterprise. Photos by Brad Kurtz:
Legislative Report
A Reverent Analysis An Irreverent Analysis
~egislativeProposals
or Is That A Bill
1982 Legislative .
Review: Finances,
Filibusiers,and In Your Pocket?
IThought So.Fisticuffs '
'By Eric Maloneby Kevin Swain,
(Malone reported on the LegiSlature for 3 '
months and lived to tell the tale.)
Ro,'. <lUND 2 OF the, 46th Annual':,' Idaho Legislature. Day 73. 86, ., bi11s held hostage. It was a.' ,,',,' , jubilant election-year sine die
.adjournment, with the perils of reappor-
tionment a cliff-hanger right up to the gavel
in.the Senate. The 1982 Legislature willbe
remembered.for its business incentives and
for-its'conformance of state income tax
with the Economic Recovery Tax Act of
1.98i(Read: New Federalism). '
, For three months, the Statehouse played
host to three gubernatorial candidates, two
lieutenant ,governors, and, to . Cameron
Fullmer who propos~d a stop to mandatory
pU,blicedllcaiionpasn\:1e sixth grade. Once
,Continuedlo page 7 •
Kevin Swain was the 1982 legislative'
repor~er for the University News.
'T" ':'ah,S~CO~g~,:I~:~, ~?,fpi~~~~~~,
, ',the passage .of 381 bills, a
" ,,' S899,702,000 budget, and a fist
. tight. " '
Included in the session's action was a'
move to allow Idaho universities to charge
in-state tuition. This was' stopped when a
, bill that would have placed .the question on
the general election ballot came up one 'Vote
shy. Althoughit was killed this year, the
Ideaof amendingthestate constitution to
allow in-state tuition will probably surface
again in thefuture."l think we. have to
reconsider' these, ways of, raising funds
heforewe startcuttlng back programs,".
Continued topage7~
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PICK IT UP.
.• , ......- ,f" • "'-r
The New Boise ~g
IS.AVAILABLE AT:~
The Koffee Klatsch, Everybody's Cafe, The Hotel Idanha, The
Boise Food Co-op, Typography by Gail Ward, Chapterhouse
Bookstore, The Record Exchange, The Art Attack, BSU Bookstore,
Budget Tapes and Records, The Boise Gallery of Art, Martha
Shafer, Main Street News, fraser's Gallery, The Old Boise
Emporium, Posters, Etc., Soundtrack, The Lab.
..RETURN pF lHEHOBdsPE.CIA[
6 - 11:30, Weekdays 6-2:00 Weekends
ATTHE VilLA . .
BOISE AVE. OFF CAPITAL BLVD.
......
\
1----..
• soUP
• SALAD
• ,SANDWICHES
• DEER
• WINE
o SODA,
Monday'· Thursday
3 pm to Close
Buy one Large sandwich
and !ret a pitcher o' .
Beer fQr on=y $100•
iJ2 DlockSo. of University on J )odwoy'
Mon-TnlJr 10:30 am to 10 pm
Frl-Sat 10:30 am to 11pm
Sunday 10:30 am. to 7 pm
, . ; ;-~'
~'7'-,.am
2 EGGS, 'HASH BROWNS, TOAST
OR CAKES; MEAT OF THE DAY
COFFEE OR TE~NL y $2.4 9
rp
Opening Act for Michael Murphy,
Livingston Taylor ,Dave Mason
Appearing
April 9 1130,- 1
In The
MARINE·OFFICER PROGRAMS
I."( :
A Marne Corps Officer Seleemn Offi:er
Wil be on Your Campus • Guaranteed Aviation
DATE:April 12, 13 and 14 4!1 Free Rying lessons
TIME: 1Dam - 2pm • $100 A Month In College
PLACE: lobby Student Union Buidilg • ,No On Campus 1rainilg
See Captain C. E. Vallandingham Jr.
=dBIFFY CLEAN
, .
GDINLAUNDRY
1736'Broadway
WE OFFER·
GAME: ROOM
PRESENT COUPON
WHEN YOU LOAD MACHINES
HAVE FUN WHILE YOU
'~~Pudb-S. ".
USE THE ATTACHED COUPON NEXT DOOR
AT' UNCLE CEDRIC'S GAME ROOM!
GOOD FOR 1 FREE PLAY
WITH EACH LOAD OF
LAUNDRY
EXPIRES APRIL 23
". ' . ,".~" .-'
Neyvs..RealGhostwrititig:.
~::s~c:~:t~fe::d~;:~:STne·Artof the Invisible Author
Marching bands are still a big ticket item 'by. Te. resa Z razik
.inWashington. The Reagan ,-::::=-==-~::::--:;:-::-L-:----'-""-""""'-77""""'-:-;;:----;-----;;--------""""'-:----"----"'--:---'-'----=---:-:--
Administration raiseda few eyebrows last' Term papers. Now be honest ... how . without telling the professor. business and none of mine." Yet,"66
year when, while cutting the budget of the many of you flinched at those words? According to Hawley, the decision to percent of the students surveyed felt that
National Endowment for the Arts, it Term papers, research papers, or allow another student to hand in a paper plagiarism is wrong because it cheated them
increased spending for military bands by 10 whatever the assigning instructor chooses depends on whether that student is a friend. out of the chance to do the work.
million dollars, to more than 92 million'. to call it, playa large part in determining 15.8 percent of the survey participants said Hawley said that because of the nebulous
The White House won that battle and this which of us complete our education. they would write' a paper for' a friend and definition of plagiarism, response to it by
year is proposing another 3 million dollar Because of this pressure to produce, some 10.6 percent said they would write one if a professors rests on an ethical threshold.
hike in the band budget. (San Francisco students have turned to the "term paper friend paid them for it. Usually "only 'the -most flagrant cases of
Examiner, March 29, 1982). . mills." These are companies that sell In addition, respondents felt the plagiarism from known and traceable
finished papers to people who are willing to incidence of plagiarism at BSU was about published sources have resulted in a
Teenage Drinking pay for it. Currently they are not illegal in the same as that which occurred at other disciplinary action."
" Idaho, but the Idaho Senate recently colleges and universities. But the tide is turning.
Linked to Liquor Ads attempted to pass Senate Bill 1317' which 'Results of the questionnaire also New York, Nfi:tli Carolina, lIlinois, and
A public interest science group says the would have prohibited, by law, certain indicated that students have somewhat of a California have all passed statutes that
government is covering up a study showing types of academic cheating. Plagiarism is "Iaissez-faire" attitude toward the behav- make the sale of term papers illegal. This
liquor advertisements are responsible for also exemplified when a student hands in ior of their peers. Hawley quoted one legal artillery, as Hawley put It.. has been
much of the teenage drinking in the (J,S. the work another student ,has previously . student's opinion, "I'm not a policeman. responsible for curtailing the activities of .
Th t t d M' hi S U·· written. If someone else wants to cheat, that's their one "mill", Termpapers, Inc.
a s u y--a IC igan tate mversity Christopher Hawley, Special Instructor
survey ofteenagers--shows young people in the BSU Communication Department,
are the group most likely to be influenced wanted to know to what degree, if at all,
by liquor ads, especially those featuring plagiarism occurs at Boise State. To assess
celebrities, models, and youthful-appearing the '''general level of awareness within the
characters. Although the study was student population about plagiarism and its
completed last year for federal regulatory various forms" he composed a 17 item,
agencies, the Science Center says the Feds closed response questionnaire and adrninis-
have done nothing to publicize it or act on tered it to 425 BSU students.
its conclusion that regulating liquor ads Hawley stated that the questionnaire was
might be a way to stem the increase in a non-probable sampling of knowledge of
teenage drinking. (Adweek, March 8, 1982; the subject; therefore, information gather-
Nutrition Action, March 1982) ed from the survey could not be predictive.
However, he felt that response fromBSU
students about "the, abduction of ideas"
was indicative of a couple of trends.
Term paper mills have generally
advertised openly on campuses, however,
only 39 percent of students surveyed
reported ever having seen advertisements.
Only 5 percent of respondents had
indicated; .they; had handed in a paper
obtained from 'a "mill", .
Hawley said that the survey had
indicated that students with lower G.P.A.'s
tended to plagiarize more often. 14.6
percent of respondents had actually handed
in a paper written by a colleague, and 26.1
percent had indicated they had handed in
one of their own previously written papers
Is Welfare Good?
Ronald Reagan may not like this, but a
study from his home state says welfare
spending is good for the economy. The
University of California's Harold Wilensky
says since 1950,the countries spending the
most on social programs-West Germany,
Sweden, and the Netherlands-have
enjoyed the largest growth in production
and lowest rates of inflation and
unemployment. The U.S. economy has
lagged in comparison, Wilensky says, while
spending a smaller percentage of its Gross
National Product on welfare programs.
Irritating Lids Save Lives
Those hard-to-open medicine bottles
may be a nuisance to adults, but the .
-Consumer Product Safety Commission
says they've proved to be lifesavers as far as
kids are concerned. Commission
Spokesman William Walton says between
1973 arid 1978, child-resistant containers
have prevented 20()-thousand accidental
poisonings and almost 700 deaths among
children under the age of five. In the early
sixties, before the caps became mandatory
for many products, more than 400 small .
children died from accidental poisoning
each year. That figure has droppedto 80 a
year, and the number of non-fatal
poisonings has been cut nearly in half.
Crime by Elderly Rises
Authorities are calling them "elderly
delinquents" «the mounting number of
senior citizens who are turningto crime.
While older people are usually thought of
as crime victims, in the last decade.the
number of serious crimes committed by the
elderly has increased 150 percent--half
again as much as the rate for all Americans.
The most common crime for older, ,
people--besides drunkenness and drunk
driving--is shoplifting. And this year,
, lOo-thousand people aged 65 or older will
be arrested for, felonies, including murder,
sex offenses and assault.
Financial need is frequently the cause of
crime by older people, but crime researcher
Alan Malinchaksays some of them are
simply lonely and bored. Malinchak sayshe
believes' 'a large percentage of people over
65 are saying 'go for the gusto.' They know
that if they're caught, they'll just be,
slapped on the wrist." Some sociologists
are comparing the old to alienated young
people, who feel society's rules don) apply
to them. Dean Donald Newman of New
. York State University's School of Criminal
Justice says, "From footsrtatchingto
Ilomocide, all the elderly crimes are the
result of a subculture of despair."
Christopher Hawley, Special Instructor in the BSU Communication Department,
surveys material used to complete his research paper examining the incidence of
plagiarism at BSU. Hawley queried 425 BSU students on their awareness of the.subject.
Photo by Steve Milaskey. "
ASBSU Report:
SenateCaucus Update
by Colleen Bourhill -------..,.-"'-----'-------. ,
up a new piece of legislation.'
In other business, Lund announced that
the budget hearing has been postponed
until April 17 and 18, The FAB (Financial
Advisory Board) will hear requests for
funding from BSU clubs and organizations
in the Lookout Room from 8 am to 5 pm.
Health Fair
"Who's to say I'm not contacting my
constituents and who's to say you're not
contacting ypurs," Barnes told the senate.
"How many people talked to their
constituents' today before we spent this
money? And you were at caucus and I
wasn't. Is there any difference?"
The senate voted to record the caucus on
tape for Senator Barnes to listen to before
the senate meets on Wednesday.
At this Monday's caucus, Senator Terry
Ratliff proposed that a day and time for
both senate and caucus meetings be
specified in a senate act. If passed, future,
administrations would be 'obliged to'
arrange their class schedules around the
meetings.
Senator Greg Waller opposed the
proposal. "You're very possibly limiting
which people can getin (to office). I guess
you could say that if they can't make it at
that. time, then they shouldn't attempt to
run. I'd Iike.tohave a.set time, but I don't
know if this is the best approach."
There Was support for the proposal,'
however. ''It'siikeajob ... you apply for,"
Senator -Deanna. Gibler, next year's
vice-president, pointed out. ••If you can't
work it iii; then you don't apply for it. It
depends onyourprioritles." "
If was agreed to draft a letter to the
incoming administration instead or-writing
A total-of $3781 was allocated to four
recognized clubs at last Wednesday's
meeting of the ASBSU Senate; Phi Kappa
Delta was funded $1306 to send to students
to a national speech competition in,
Minnesota. The Geology Club received
,$400 to meet travel expenses for a trip to
the Grand Canyon. Reader's Theater (Ces't
Vive) and the BSU Mid-Management
Association were allocated $400 and $1575 .
respectively.
'~I'd like to give everyone as much money
as they ask for,'; said ASBSU President
Tony Lund. "However, it seems to me that
we've spent quite a bit of money this year,"
he continued. "That's money we won't
have the opportunity to spend next year, I
think .there are ... projects that would
benefitnot only BSUandthe. associated
students, but benefit the budget as well."
When asked why he had not vetoed any
of the allocations, Lund replied, "The
senate is.the allocating body. You had a 2/3
majority. I'm not here to tell you what you
should d(l'" .' ,. .
Also at the meeting, members discussed
. Senator Todd Barnes' contlnual.iabsence
-from the Monday caucus. The caucus is
designed to allow senators to informally
discuss and be informed about matters that
may be. brought up at the regular senate
meeting. ,.
MOre than 350 people were weighed,
measured" tested for anemia, and checked
for vision and hearing abnormalities at
Health Fair'82, held Monday in the SUB
-BigFour.
Helen Holt, Chairman of the ASB
Health Advisory Board, said "The fair will
help people in the community become more
aware of their own responsibility for their
health and wellness and to, help them
become . aware of" health problems they
might not have known they, have."
In addition tothe health tests; special
sessions in -relaxation, running, and CPR
were offered throughout the day.Bev
Carpentier, instructor for tl1eCPR class,
stressed the importance of learning
mouth-to-mouth breathing and other
life-saving techniques. "Close to 70 percent
. of the people that end liP in the emergency
room and lose their lives could have been
saved," she said. .
.~.
Once again the, wisdom of writing less
than those who have, written well, holds,
(me, The.following letter by Jim Maguire
on the April 22 Ground Zero Convocation
shall speak for ltselfund the University
News. Piease take note of the Ground Zero
Week's educational events of the nuclear
arms race, clip the leiter for April 20-2/
classes, and above all, get involved.
Arms Race Convocation:
Ground Zero
On April 22, 1982, convocations called
for by United Campuses to Prevent Nuclear
War (UCAM) will be held at 245 American
colleges and universities to discuss the
nuclear arms race, An ad hoc committee of
BSU faculty and students has made plans
for such a convocation, on BSU's campus,
and we invite all faculty, staff, students,
and interested citizens to attend.
A nuclear holocaust. threatens all of us,
yet few university classes study the ~ucle~r
arms race. Because the nuclear arms Issue IS
Of such vital importance io all of us, we ask
that all faculty and students prepare for the
April 22nd convocation by using class time
on April 20th and 21st to discuss the
nuclear arms race.
The committee's reason for asking
everyone on campus to take part in these
discussions is expressed in the following
statement by Ground Zero; a national
group which is trying to call attention to ~he
nuclear arms issue: "The act of sharing
thoughts and' feelings is the basis for
meaningful communication on any issue, Tuition
and nuclear war is no exception. Without ~~~~~ --:... _
communication that recognizes the feelings
and perceptions of those communicating
there is no understanding. Without
understanding there can be no meaningful
personal or societal action to deal with the
reality that nuclear war could happen
tomorrow ...... Absent from this learning
process are assumptions about what
individuals 'should' know. or 'should' feel
about nuclear war ..... What an individual
chooses to think about, and how much an
individual- chooses to learn, remains a
personal decision. Ground Zero's role in
this difficult learning process is to act as a
guide, beginning with the early establish-
ment of. the relationship between their
day-to-day life and the potential of nuclear
war, and continuing as far as each person
wishes to go."
r: Here, are some questions that can be
asked in the classroom discussions:
I. Since nuclear arms have existed for
thirty-seven years, why are so many people
becoming concerned about the problem
now?
2. Why do we have a "triad" of delivery
systems-bombers, land-based missiles, and,
submarir based missiles? K d
3. What is the meaning of an "arms .::.:.,::..:U O.:...:;S -'-.,- _
race"?
4. How do we compare our performance
in this' race against that of the Soviet
Union: number of, warheads, number of
launchers, total megatonnage, ... ? ,
5. Can either the United States or the
Soviet Union "win" the arms race?
6; Why did the Soviet Union put missiles'
in Cuba in the first place? '
7. How did we make the decision to
challenge the Soviet Union "eyeball-to-eye-
ball" and risk nuclear war? P ki -
8. How close did we actually come to a __a-r--l-n-::g:..------'------
nuclear war in the Cuban Missile Crisis?
9. What is the likelihood that a limited
nuclear exchange would remain limited?
10. Is there any way to escape from the
destruction of nuclear weapons?
II. What is the destructive potential of
the heat, blast, and radiation produced by a
nuclear explosion?
12. What is the relationship between
personal security and national security? ,
, 13. 'Would a city in Idaho-Boise, for
example--be a target in a nuclear war?
14. What problems would be faced by the
survivors of. a nuclear war?
15. How does arms control fit into the
• concept of deterrence? ,
16. What has been the history, of
u.s-se-i« arms con,trolnegotiations?
According to the ASBSU Lobbyist, Jay
Sullivan, the ASBSU Student Lobby
Committee is "going to formally endorse
tuition" at the n,ext legislative session.
ASBSUSenator Deanna (;ibler replied, "I
really applaud thi~ as a move ih a positive
direction."
The ASUI Senate disagrees with these
proposals. The Senate's position is simply
stated in Senate Resolutions #1 which
passed unanimously on December 16, 1981:
"The ASUI opposes any resolution
providing for the imposition of tuition on,
Idaho residents' in full-time undergraduate
studies at public institutions of higher
education." Furthermore, "The ASUI
Senate supports and endorses the
investigation of alternative sources of
rel(enue enhancement ...... "
The Senate hopes' that the student
governments at BStl,ISU and LCSC
concurs with these views.
Sincerely,
Tom Naccarato
President Pro-Tempore
ASUI Senate
Just a, note' in appreciation of 'the
contributions of an employee of the
Programs Board. Pat Hannigan has helped
bring a little culture to Boise. All of the
programs I have attended this year, as it
turns out, have been developed by Pat.
From Flora Purim to Michael Harring-
ton, Pat has had a hand in making the
university community a nicer place.
Thomas Irons,
It seems incredible to me that as a
university, we, would expand our parking
beyond the parameters of the school, at the
expense of our neighbors, while mowing
two acres of seldom used grass between the
library, business -and education buildings.
That lawn may be pretty and aesthetically
appealing to some, but it would provide
parking for approximately 200 cars.
As long as-someone is making a buck off
all usipeople that have to drive to this
university, I would also suggest the campus
parking detail remain a function of those
who use it, namely the student, body and
faculty. Maybe then the parking would
become functionally oriented, instead of
dollar oriented. -
The parking spaces as marked are all for
, 'full-sized automobiles; that was fine before'Continued to page 10-
The Innocent Bystander
• the compact cars arrived in such numbers.
It seems someone is trying to eliminate a
number of parking places, to create an
.artificial shortage, much the same as the oil
companies have done with gasoline. (Who
says supply-side economics doesn't work.)
'For those of you wondering, no, I didn't
get a ticket, I just use the education I have
to my best advantage. It does not make,
sense to me to expand our school in
buiidings,students, classes. faculty, etc.
without expanding parking, unless of
course, you eliminate the need for
transportation, which we have not done.
Steve Kimball
BSU Student
We Love You, Ron
By Arthur, Hoppe
Washington " '
Thank you, thank you, thank you. It's a pleasiJre to be here in Washington tonight for the,
annual American Academy of Humor Columnists Awards ceremonies.
And .. golly, when that envelope from Price, Waterhouse was opened, you could .have
knocked me over with a feather. To think that 'little old I won an Academy Award for The
Best Supporting Column West of Gerbilford Based on Actors From Another Medium!
But, believe you men, I couldn't have done it by myself. So I want to thank all the
wonderful, wonderful people who made this award possible. '
And that goes for both Mr. and Mrs. Reagan.
. ...
I know I speak for all five members of the Academy when I say how deeply indebted we
are to Mr. and Mrs. Regan for their invaluable generosity in helping us clothe our spouses
and feed our starving children. ' ,', ,
Other- first families, Lord knows, have tried. President Kennedy, The Beautiful Society
Girl He Married and their faithful family retainer, Portly Pierre, did their part. .
And no One misses Lyndon Johnson more than 1. As each of us 'Academy members IS
fond of saying, "I always worship the very quicksand he walked on." ,
Mr. Nixon, on the other hand, was about as funny as the Hartford Insurance
Company-oat least he was right up to the moment he said, "I am not a crook." And once
you've-said Gerry Ford put his chewing gum on the nightstand before climbing into bed,
what else is there to say? ' , . .,
Mr. Carter showed promise. When he took office along with brother Billy, Miz Lillian.
Little Amy and a wife who looked as though she had a permanent Excedrin headache. we
thought ourtroubles were over. They turned out to be thetoughest four year in the memory
of any living humor columnist. A few faint hearts were even talking.of finding. honest work.
Then, inthe nick of time, Ronnie and Nancy Reaganrode into our lives. Some scoundrels
savthat Mr. and Mrs. Reagan had no compassion for the truly needv; We members of the
Academy are living testimonials to the fact that this is a dastardly lie.
Who could Mr. Reagan have been thinking of but us when he promised to cut taxes,
skyrocket defense spending and balance the budget all at the same time? ,
When it comes to foreign policy, Mr. Reagan has constantly kept our interests forem.ost III
mind. Why else would he appoint a-bellicose, four-star general who can't speak English as
, ,his chief -diplomat in charge of. international' peace and understanding?' Finding another
, reason is as difficult as finding a Nicaraguan troop in EI Salvador.
, To take but a single example in domestic affairs, there can be no question that Mr.
Reagan acted [or one group' of. Americans, and one group alone, when he put South
Succotash on themap. And through all these good times. Mrs, Reagan has stood by her
husband's side; From her "tiny little gun" to her overwhelming new china policy she has
been the perfect helpmate. When she wore borrowed clothes toWhite House balls was she
really concerned with thewelfare of such underprivileged fashion designers as Aldolfo and
Yves St. Laurent? No, no. In her heart, we know she was thinking only of us.
.' . . ... . . .
There are vast numbers of other deserving Americans whom Mr. Reagan has made
happy. General Electric, defense contractors and Wall Street bears fairly leap to mind.
But none is more deserving or happier than we. And I know my colleagues will join me as
I raise my glass in a toast to seven more wonderful, wonderful years. . '. '
I do so in keeping with the Academy's' motto: "Columnists first; Americans second."- "
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~ . HAIR <:lITS . ~.f!j STYLlN<; FO~ MEN & WOMEN ~
GRAND OPENING'
EXTRAVAGANZAI
Friday & Saturday,
April 9th and 10th.
Prizes, Games and a
Ton of Fun!
Skateworld where the doors open and
the fun begins at .
12:30 PM on-Fri. & Sat.
.Valuable Coupon
Skateworld Grand Opening-Admit uJt to two people
75c p~~e;son .
General Admission Price
Valid April 9th and 10th only
. Cash Value 1120th of a cent
s",eTEWOffL/J
WOW!
located on Cole Rd. just North of Franklin.
Become An Involved:Student
The ASBSUislooking for someone who wants to
really get. involved. A new chairperson of the
,personn'el Selection. Committee is needed now.
This positionraquires dedication, lots of .free hours,
and a concern for the .'student· voice on campus.
The position does recieve a service award.
------Apply Now -----
See Marylou Virgil, ASBSU, 2nd floor SUB
385-1147 or385~1440 ..
I·
1/4 carat
Diamond
14 kt gold
wedding
and
engagement
ring
540000
.15%off all wedding and
engagement rings purchased before
June 30th!· ,
Hoff Building 8 '343-3172
, .
TheBla~S~eepof
Canadian·L1ql.tors.
, ' . .,
A one hundred proof potency that simmers
just below the surface.Yet, it's so smooth and
flavorful, ·it's unlike. any Canadian liquor you
have ever tasted. Straight, mixed, or on the
. rocks,Yukon Jack is truly a black
sheep;-:A spirit unto itself. .
.. .......\Uk9JIJack·
.••lOO,.Pioof_Strongarid~moo1h-
,., . ,"
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I
i
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Beam Me Up
HDo Webelong in space? Yes, we belong in space. We belong any damn place we want to
go. s r ' ' ,", ' , ' , Gene Roddenberry
• Continued front cover
hot vapor. Incredibly, Kirk speaks to this
thing as though it were a distant relative
he'd never met before, saying, as he always
seems to do in these situations, "We got
your message."
Similar episodes have occurred through-
out the three years of Star Trek's quixotic
voyage, From 1966 to 1969, the Enterprise
and its Crewboldly went where no television
series had gone before, seeking out new life
and new civilizations.
,The crew met, learned from, and taught
a variety of new life forms, from the most
pleasirig and predictable to those so strange
and bold they can only be called
grotesquely beautiful. ,Kirk's nonchalant
acceptance of these different creatures, his
expression of delight and curiosity rather
than fear and disgust, is but one of the
many qualities which distinguishes Star
Trek from its current crop of sci-fi
descendants as both an entertainment and a
sociological phenomenon.
In the words of its creator and Executive
Producer Gene Roddenberry, the show
taught the television audience jhat "to be
diife~ent is not ugly."
Space: The Final
Frontier
The undersea world of Jacques Cousteau
notwithstanding" ,most scientists "do see
space as virgin territory, ripe for discovery
and exploration. The recent Shuttle
missions, the Soviet excursion to Venus,
and the success of populist Astronomer
Carl Sagan's PBS show Cosmos bear
evidence that the U.S.·-and the world-Is
beginning to understand the value of taking
space seriously. 'Whethe~ the immediate
motives are humanistic or militaristic, the
human race has leapt; albeit cautiously,
into tile final frontier.
Roddenberry, Sagan, and author Isaac
Asimov believe that man's destiny lies in
space, and the sooner he gets there the
better.
Roddenberry, brought to Boise by the
Student Programs Board to present his
multi-media show, "The Star Trek
Experience," and to plug the forthcoming
movie, Star Trek II, is distressed at
Washington's lackadaisical attitude toward
the •space program. He said that it's,
"absolute madness"for the government to
support it so halfheartedly, and added,
"Any country which can spend $6 billion
on cosmetics can damn well afford a space
program." "
But, as Roddenberry pointed out, he is a
writer and 'producer not a scientist; he is in
the business of entertaining, and if he can
spread some space gospel and entertain at
the same time, he's earned his paycheck.
When Roddenberry created Star Trek 16
If one wishes to consider the relative
merit' of Star Trek, or science fiction in
general, one has only' to think about the
gravity of Roddenberry's last comment. As
ridiculous as many people may have
thought Star Trek's premise to be, the
reality is striking. Living in space was an
absurd concept at the time. A man had not
yet reached the moon. But once a week on
network television man went far beyond the
moon, livingnomadically in space.
How incredulous was Star Trek? Since
-the show went off the air, the United States
has sponsored a lunar landing, a Skylab
mission, Voyager' missions, and three
manned test flights of the Space Shuttle.
remembered the air leaking slowly from his
creative balloon. He was once again behind
the Hollywood power curve. He recalled
how "grim" it was to see another film
scoop his idea for a full-length space
adventure film; but he was "delighted" to
see the public appreciation for such a
venture.-
The success of Star Wars' gave
Roddenberry the two 'things he needed to
unleash Star Trek in American movie
theaters: movie studio money (and lots of
it) and state of the art special effects.
Virtually .all of the "basic space special
effects used in .science fiction films today
were developed-wand those that were
already 'in existence were. improved
significantly-by Douglas Trumball in 200/:
A Space Odyssey, Stanley Kubrick's
philosophical and optical epic about the
evolution and glory of the human mind and
soul. Trumball's technological acuity
blended with rather than obscured
Kubrick's spiritual messages.
Trumball and Star Wars special effects
director, John Dykstra, are Hollywood's
whizbang masters. Trumball has said that
'the difficulty of some effects is the
equivalent of photographing God. Short of
that, there seems to be little these optical
wizards can't do.
Chief among their accomplishments are
the refinement of the matte process, where
ships and other objects are manipulated in
front, of a painted background, and the
development of electronic motors to move
cameras and ships along horizontal and
vertical tracks. '
For Star Trek: The Motion Picture, the
technical crew utilized 32 sound stages and
21 sets, taking six months to construct two
scale models of the overhauled Enterprise.
Roddenberry said a huge chunk of the
extravagent $40 million budget spent on the
'first Star Trek movie was eaten up by
special effects screw-ups. "The first movie
'cost so-much because Paramount hired a
.special effects house whose record of
delivery was not outstanding," he said.
He explained that the cost overruns
which inflated the budget of the first movie
will not be repeated in the second, which
will hit the theaters in June, because this
time around the special effects will be
handled by the crowd who brought you The
Force in Star Wars, the Industrial Light
,and Magic Company.
Making artistically "appealing and
technically correct Sci-Fi movies is not done
cheaply. Roddenberry marvels at the
expense of special effects today. He
explained that during a typical $188,000
episode of Star Trek, $11 ,000 went into the
jerry-built optical effects on the show. He
said that amount of money today would be
used up in minutes, even seconds.
Roddenberry stressed that this movie, like
Continued to page /2 ..
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years ago, he wanted to spread his brand, of
futuristic humanism. Although he was
certainly not the first to put science fiction
on film (H.G. Well's War oj the Worlds,
The Day the Earth Stood Still, and It Came
From Outer Space, among others, beat him
to it), he was the first to do so in such a
blatantly optimistic way before such a huge
audience.
Star Trek was a ratings dog when it first
beamed into American living rooms. NBC
cancelled it after its second season but
relented after fervid Trekkies protested,
making a nuisance of themselves in
Hollywood streets. The show went on to a
third season and found an afterlife in
A JuII housefiIIs the BSU gym for Gene Roddenberry 's Star Trek program.' Photo by
Brad Kurtz.
syndication in 112 markets.
"We were always popular with the
young-minded people, but, we never did
well in the ratings;' Roddenberry said. "In
fact, the first night we were on the air, my
father came in and watched the show very
quietly and then 'he went out and
apologized to all the neighbors;
"A lot of people weren't ready for Star
Trek because it was- considered by most
people to be wild fantasy to talk about not
only going to the moon and to the other
planets-wit was wild, fantasy and possibly
unChristian-to think that there might. be
life on other planets," he said.
"It wasn't until after we finished our '
show that the Carl Sagans and other people
came along andbegan printing articles on
the possibility of extraterrestial life. Had
we been a few years later, we'd probably
have had a 12-year run and I would be a
millionaire today. Bad timing," Rodden-
berry said, laughing. He paused and then
said seriously, "Remember, the first man
did not reach the moon until we'd already
!?C;C;!1 cancelled the last time."
The mock-up of the Columbia Space
Shuttle which flewits test flight on the back
of a 747 is currently housed in the
Smithsonian Institute. Its name? The
Enterprise.
High Tech Trek
Though Roddenberry is understandably
proud of the prophetic nature of his show,
being ahead of one's time does have its
drawbacks. Star Trek did not garner the
recognition it deserved until it went into
syndication, but Roddenberry had another
idea, one of many ideas this quiet visionary
has had in his life. Why not bring the cast
together in 1977 and turn Star Trek into a
theatrical film? Roddenberry' said he
pit~d the idea to Hollywood studios and
received a lukewarm response.
One day that year, Roddenberry was in
San Diego and saw a huge line in front of a
movie house. The line snaked its way down
five city blocks. The movie generating this
response was a small $10 million adventure
flick called Star Wars. Roddenberry
"Any country which
"program.
can spend $6 billion on cosmetics can damn
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said Rep. Dan Kelly. who snonsored.the .
resolution. . -. ... .
A measure that would have required
public schools to start their day. with a
minute.of.silence passed the House, but.was
killed by a Senate committee. .
On the environmental front, the
legislature voted to re-establish the.state's
Air Quality Bureau. The bureau had been
abolished last year when the legislature
refused to fund the program. The
relnstarementwas the result of a new
agreement worked out in negotiations
involving representatives of the. mining
industry, state officials, and the Environ-
mental Protection Agency ..
The legislature. also passed a memorial
petitioning Congress and the Department
of Energy to build a . replacement
production reactor at the Idaho National
Engineering Laboratory (INEL). The
.reactor weu!d produce. plutonium .for
nuclear weapons, Although the memorial
sparked protests by peace groups, it passed
overwhelmingly in both houses of the
legislature.
The legislature passed a number of bills
dealing wiih health and welfare issues. One
bill requires doctors to notify'the parents of
an unmarried woman under 18 years of age
prior to performing an abortion. Another
abortion bill, which would have. required .
doctors to give clients printed.material on
the risks. and' procedures involved, passed
the Senate but was killed in a House
committee.
A bill was passed raising the fee for a
marriage license from $10 to $25. The extra
money will fund shelters for battered
women in Idaho. The divorce filing fee was
increased by $20 to fund counseling and job
training centers for women displaced by
divorce or the death of a husband,
Reapportionment was the omnipresent
issue of the session. After a gubernatorial
veto, the filing of a lawsuit. by the Senate
Republican majority,a bill was passed on
the last day of the session remapping the
state's political districts.
In an effort to jazz up the. state's sagging
economy, the legislature passed a bill giving
businesses an investment tax credit for
investing illnew equipment and for creating
new jobs. The legislature also passed a
constitutional amendment allowing local
governments to issue tax-free bonds to
finance construction of industries. The'
issue will be on the November general
election ballot. Idaho is currently the only
state in which local governments do not
have such 'bonding authority. .
. The "right to work" issue. surfaced
again. This time the legislature passed a bill
banning mandatory union membership asa
condition of employment. but the bill was
vetoed by' the governor and the senate
upheld the veto. The governor also vetoed a
bill repealing the Little Davis- Bacon Act,
which requires contractors on government
jobs to pay the prevailing wage of the local
area.
The session produced many memorable
moments: but the best. floor fight occurred
. when Senator J. Wilson Steen scored, a
,TKO over Senator Vernon K. Brassey in a
hallway outside the Senate chambers.
Hopes for a rematch were dashed when
Steen announced that he would not seek
re-election. .
Legislative Proposals
• ( onunuedjront cover
again, the Major Issues (Labor, Abortion,
Education, Nuclear Weapons, Hair
Transplants, and Sperm Banks) hogged the
headlines while .many of the really
interesting bills went begging for lack of a
second. It's a different psychology in an
election year. People get touchy and
careful: ..well, most of the time.
Many of these bills have histories as
bridesmaids never having quite made. it to
the altar of law (Right to Work); others are
just .as serious as they can be (Liquor
Taxes). But • like lawyers looking for
loopholes, there are small cults of us who
seek out the humor in even the most sedate
legislation, dead or alive.
A new tax on cemeteries has already been
dubbed the "Gotcha Comin' n' Goin'
Tax.", Wheelchairs are now exempt from
having to buy .license plates, despite the
objections of the Mo-Ped lobby. Water and
Sewer: Districts may now merge into one
district. .. a comforting thought.
Inevitably, a number of would-be laws
are left hanging somewhere; next year they
might face a firing squad. The bill to have
the legislature meet only in odd years, for
example .. That· one deserved euthenasia
. ~.
merely for overstating the obvious. Or the
proposal to limit the use of milk crates only
to carrying milk--book and record cases
might have become illegal contraband.
Two new laws deal with Idaho terrorism.
, It's now a crime to threaten elected state
officials. Evidently. 'city councils, county
commissioners and fire district members
are ieft to fend for themselves. Another law
provides for the protection 'of the Governor
and family, as well as the legislature while
in session. Do the Governor's cousins get
bullet-proof :designer jeans? And what
happens to i the legislature after - they'
adjourn--are they fair game for the Libyan
hit squad? Perhaps they are assuming that a
legislator out of session isn't much sport,
and Kaddafi's Kommandos will move on to
bigger targets back in D.C:
But seriously, a rubber check can now
cost you 'a hundred bucks, and
impersonating a probation officer runs
about $5 thousand. Take heed, Rich Little!
Sure, a few K!may sound a little steep, but
we're talking] about a $463 million dollar
state here. $3t3 million of that went to the
Military. Division of Idaho. A North Idaho
legislator explained that pays for one ICBM
aimed at California,. anti-personnel
, weapons for: Mud Lake rabbits, and a
subcontract with Volkswagen to manu-
• !
I
i
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facture floating tanks for bridge-building
on the Welser River.
It's $500 dollars and 6 months in Poky if
you plagiarize a term paper or cheat on an
exam. But you can herd sheep within 2
miles of a house if you want to. (And you
thought potholes were a problernr) If'you
look in a pigeonhole back in the House
Judiciary Committee, you'll find a $10
thousand dollar bill which would have
fined Idahoans who threw rocks at
~:airplanes.(No guns or arrows allowed,
either.)
Young people, sex, and drugs crop up on
the calendar every year in the maelstrom of
legislation. There will bean amendment on
the November ballot to lower the Idaho
voting age from 21 to 18, out legislators
failed to simultaneously raise the drinking
.age to 20. If you're under 18, you have to
tell your parents you're having an abortion,
unless you're a boy. But let no one term the
'82 Legislature sexist. Other sessions saw
lawmakers vote down the ERA; this' year
they decreed that you can't artificially
inseminate a woman without her consent!
it's now a felony for people oyer 18 years
old to solicit people under i6 for sex.
Presumably a consenting 17 year old couple
could do anything they want (except vote or
drink). But if that licentious couple should
miss school too often, guess what?They get
expelled. One bill that never made it dealt
with the adoption of "hard-to-place"
children. One envisions' a Health ana'
Welfare bureaucrat before a computer
terminal thinking, "Now where did I put
those kids?" .
Drugs, conventional and otherwise,
consumed legislative attention. The bills on
drunk' driving were never booked into the
'Idaho Code, even. though they were
supported by some interested .parties.
Another dead proposal would have
-outlawed selling alcohol to anyone who is
intoxicated, except for medicinal purposes ..
Either the bars would have gone out of
business, or doctors would keep later
hours. Bartenders no longer have to be
licensed, so caveat imbiber! You might
order a Screwdriver-and get a Rusty Nail.
The Legislature is also capable of poetic
irony. $95 thousand' dollars a year in
cigarette taxes goes to the Central Tumor'
Registry Account. It's now against the law
to possess simulated controlled substances
as well as the real thing,' so don't store your.
oregano in baggies, The new definition of
marijuana Includes all parts of the plant, so
stems and seeds would become valuable--as
Continued (0 page 14.-
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Need some extramoney for college? Youean earn tip to $6,000 while
you're in school, serving part-time with the Army Reserve. Unlike many
part-time jobs, ours fits into your schedule. All it takes is a weekend a month
during the school.year, the rest of your training isin the. summer -.seven '
weeks one summer, at least eight weeks the next, plus two weeks annual
training. Interested? Stop by today.
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17. What is verification and why is it
such a sticky issue?'
18. What are some alternatives to the
policy of strategic deterrence by nuclear
arms?' .
. 19. What would be the effects of a
nuclear freeze?
20. Do you believe in the United Nations
as a forum for resolving international
disputes? '
21. Should we ever act unilaterally to
, prevent nuclear war?
22. Should we consult our' allies about
how to deal with the Soviet Union?
23. Should we use grain sales and other
non-military methods to bring the Russians
into line?
24. Should we make agreements with the
Russians even thoughwe don't trust them?
25. Can 'we live in peace when the
Russians' belief in communism is so
different from our beliefs in capitalism and
democracy?
26. 'Do countries besides the United
States and its close allies and the Soviet
.Union and its close allies have a right to
demand a solution to the problem .of
nuclear arms?
27. Do you feel that as an individual, you
can influence or do something about the
direction that this country is moving in?
. 28', Does the public know enough about
the nuclear arms race to make wise
decisions about it? If not, what can be done
to inform us all adequately? '
Suggested Activities:
I.Ground Zero Couvocation, Thursday,
April 22, 9 am to 5 prn, SUB Ballroom.
With slide and video presentations,
lectures, panel and group discussions, and
local community organizations concerned
with the nuclearaimsrace.· ' .\ 7:',. Zuckerman, Lord Solly . (Chief
2. ,"Thinkinll Twice About Nuclear, ~ Scientific. Advisor to 'BritishPrirne
War, "'to be broadcast Friday .Ap~il23; on' Ministers 'wid Ministries' of Defeii'se froin
KAID channel 4 at 10 pm. The show, World War II on). NuclearIllusionsond
hosted by Mike Farrelof M*A *S.H, will' "Reality. New York: Viking Press: 1982.
investigate the risks of riuclear war and: Resources:, ,
actions taken by Americans to prevent such 1. A list 'of arms 'race resource
a war.. organizations can be found in the Boise
3. Ecumenical Peace Service to be held ,Primer in both this week's and the March
on April 25 at 4 pm at a downtown Boise .10 University News. .
church. Can the Idaho Interfaith Peace 2. For information about the "Head for
Fellowship at 375-5834 'or 344-9161 for the the Hills Run" or the, Ecumenical Peace
exact location. Service call John Smalec of the Idaho
4. "Head for the.Hills Run," slated for .)nterfaith. "
Wednesday, April 28 at 6:30 pm, 3. Those, interested in helping with or
Contestants will start at the Federal getting more information on the Ground
Building at 6th andFort and run as far as Zero Convocation at BSU can call Michael
they can for 30 minutes (the warning time Blain at 385-3408.
you'd have in a nuclear war). Registration
begins at 5 pm, fee is $2. Call 375-5834 or
344-9161Jor more information.
Suggested Reading:
1. Caldicott, Helen M. (President. of
Physicians f'or Social Responsibility)
Nuclear Madness: What You Can Do. New
York: Bantam Books, 1979.
2. The Final Epidemic: Physicians and .
SCientists on Nuclear War. Educational
Foundation for Nuclear Science, 198 I.
3. Ground Zero Foundation. Nuclear
War,' Whatit Can Do for YOII.New York:
Becket Books, 1982.
4. Hiroshimaiand Nagasaki: The
Physical, Medical, fwd Social Effects of the
A tomic Bombings, Edited by the
Committee for the Compilation of
Materials on Damage Caused by the
Atomic Bombs in Hiroshima and
Nagasaki. New York: Basic Books, 198I.
5. Schell, Jonathan. The Fate of the
Earth. New York: Knopf, 1982. (Originally
published in The New Yorker, February I,
8, and 15, 1982.) _
6. Thompson; E.P. and Dan Smith, cds.
Protest and Survive. New York: Monthly
Review Press, 1981.
Sincerely;
, Jim Maguire
For the Ad Hoc Committee
on Ground Zero Week at BSU
Letter To The Editor_: _
Wiley Watt
.On Februa'ry 21, 1982, Secretary of the
Interior James Watt set the environmental
world, on Its ear by proposing the
"Wilderness Protection Act of 1982".
Watt, who had .been widely.assailed by
'numerous environmentalorgal]ization for
. allegedly having an anti-wilderness,
anti-conservation bias, proposed the
startling new bill on NBC's national1y-
televised "Meet the Press", declaring, "We
think these 'lands are special lands and
should be preserved in a natural state'.', It
appeared that Watt had suddenly decided
to moderate his wilderness position after
coming under considerable political
pressure.
Does the Watt bill really protect
wilderness? : A superficial examination
seems to indicate so--the bill purports to,
protect wilderness areas by declaring .l,l .
tempOr,aryhiatus on development activities
uriiiltheCyear' 2000. However,an
examination of the, bill's ~'fine print"
indicates otherwise. Following are some of
the bill's more alarming provisions:
*It would allow the President,byhisown
authority ,to release areas to development
if he perceived an "urgent national need".
This vague language could not only allow
roading and mineral development in
wilderness areas of National Forest ana
Bureau of Land Management systems, but
could also impact additional wilderness in
the National Park and Wildlife Refuge
systems. To .stop the President, Congress
would have to pass a specific bill, subject to
presidental veto.
*An additional' provision would invalidate
traditional "buffer zones"--areas sur-
rounding sensitive wilderness areas--
allowing development to proceed up to the
very edge of wilderness. _
*Watt's bill would allow Congress only two
years to designate areas recommended for
wilderness by, the - Bureau of Land
Management and establishes equally rigid
deadlines for the Forest Service's RARE II
Wilderness study program. His bill would
then release all study areasno possible
development after the deadline, if they had
not been specifically designated' as
wilderness by Congress. If development
interests are able to obstruct the passage of
. legislation before the deadline, many areas
truly deserving of wilderness designation
may suddenly be opened permanently to
roading and mining activities, .
Gradually, the true intent of Secretary
Watt's bill is becoming evident. Whilethe
bill .claims to "protect" wilderness areas
from development until the year ~OOO, in
fact it would completely open wilderness
areas to uninhibited development after that
Continued to page 12 •
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. If you're a sel1io.rand have theproi~i~e of a $10,000 career-oriented job, American
Express would like to offer you the American Express' C<1rd., .
, What are we? ' , "
Crazy?
No, confident. Confident of your future. But even more than that. We're
confident of you now. And we're proving it. _
A $10,000 job promise. That's it. No strings. No gimmicks. And this offer is
even good for 12 months after you graduate. .
But why. should you get the American Express Card now?
Well" if you're planning a trip across country or around the world the
American Express Card isa real help. Get plane tickets with it. The~ use it filr
hot~ls andJ"e~taurants. all over th~ world. And, if you should need any help while
you re away, J~st go to any Amencan Express Travel Service Office* wherever you
are-and they nhelp out. , ,. - '- .' ,', .
O( course, the Card alsll helps you ' •
establish your credit history. And it's great
for restaurants andshoppingright at home.
So call 800,528·8000 for a SPecial
Student Application od60k "forone at-your
college bookstoreoron campus bulletin boards.
The AmeriCan Express Card. Don't leave
school without it:"
Look for an application on campus.
•
WANTED
Applicants for ASBSU Judiciary
Must be a full-time student,
have at'least"a 2~25 GPAand,be
and interested in' getting involved.
Deadline for applying·is April lOth ..
For more information, s.ee Mary, lou' Virgil,
in ASBSU on the 2nd floor of the SUB
385-1147 or 385-1440'
,
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Eight teams from throughout Idaho,
Utah, Montana and Washington, including
host Boise State, will compete in the 1982
edition of the Bronco Intercollegiate golf
tournament April 9-10 at Warm Springs
Golf Course.
The two-day affair features three rounds
of play; 36 holes on Friday and the final 18
on Saturday. Tee-off will be at 8 am both,
days,
Scrubs II 47, Sig Eps # I 45
Iateathigh 46, Metcalf 34Intramural
Basketball:
Iateathigh .Takes
High Five 54, Double N 53
Semifinals
Men's Tourney Coyotes 56, Scrubs II45
by John Odziemek Iateathigh 40,High Five 38
Pete Jobe scored 11 points and four
Bronco football players added. 35 points
between them to lead Iateathigh in a 50-35'
championship- victory over Coyotes in the
Men's Intramural Basketball Tournament
last week.
Former receivers Duane Dlouhy and
Kipp Bedard scored JO and 9 points,
respectively,' while quarterbacks Rick
Rebozzi and Tim Klena each added eight.
The tourney consisted 'of two rounds,
semifinals and finals. In all, sixteen teams
competed, but Iateathigh was the victor.
In other Intramural action, there will be .
. a coed basketball tournament in Bronco
Gym, April 12, 13 and IS, and a Coed
softball tournament in Ann Morrison Park
April 17-18.
Sign-up date for the basketball tourney
was by April 8 however, you can still
register for the softball tourney by April 14
in the SUB Information Booth. For further
information call 345-6273.
Championship Final
lateathigh 50, Coyotes 35
Coed Softball
Fishers 9, Nads 7
NRFPTP 10, Still Snafu 4
Super Scoopers 18, One Hitters 7
Slammers 10, Bookies 8
Spegis 12, Duffers 7
Golf Tournament
Resulls of men's basketball tourney:
Head coach Lyman Gallup said BSU
fields a strong team for the tourney, and
added that "If the weather is decent, we
should see some outstanding scores."
The Broncos will be joined by Weber
State's #2 team, Idaho, Idaho State,
Montana, Washington State, Northwest
Nazarene College and Treasure Valley
Community College.
Boise State's' season has been generally
good so far in the early-going, as shown by
their past performances.
In March, BSU defeated Washington
State, finished first in the Tri-City
_ Intercollegiate and. placed third in the
Washington State Intercollegiate.
Rod Skyles and Ron Rawls have led the
way for the Broncos so far. Rawls took
individual honors in the Tri-City.ishooting
a 36-hole 158, while Skyles placed fourth in
the WSU Intercollegiate when he fired a
blazing 36-hole 152.
Sports Greats Traced
Gayle Sayers, Joe Namath, Red Grange
and Bronko Nagurski will· spotlight a
lecture on "Champions of American
Sport" April 22 at 7:30 pm in the SUB Big
Four 'Room.
Margaret Christman, research historian
from the National Portrait Gallery in
Washington, D.C., will trace the unique
roles and personalities of great sports
figures from the 1830's to the present.
While the Smithsonian program is
designed primarily for associates and
members of the co-sponsoring organiza-
tions, tickets will be available to the public
as space permits.
Ticket cost is $1 for members and $1.50
for non-members.' Additional infoiination
is available from the Boise Public Library
at 384-4466.
Men's Tennis
The Boise State men's tennis team takes
an impressive season record on the road
this weekend when they face the University
of Oregon April 10, and then travel North
to compete against the University of
Portland the next day.
The Bronco netters hosted Idaho
yesterday at 10 am, but results of the
contest could not be obtained by press time.
Idaho beat BSU last weekend in Moscow
8-1, but head coach Bus Connor said that
he was looking forward to the re-match
with the U of I.
Prior to the loss with the Vandals, and to
Washington State the day after, the
Broncos had posted a 13-match win streak.
Connor said that he wanted to prove the
streak was no fluke, and with the return of
Steve Appleton, the Broncos should do it.
Appleton is BSU's number one singles
player, and should be back into full swing
this week after a bout with the flu over the
weekend. In addition, that will give Boise
State their strength back in the number one
doubles where Appleton couples with Chris
Langdon.
Second round
Coyotes 74, Dallas Mavericks. 52
...And he never thought he could do it. But it Just goes to show thai~nyone that
stretchesthat hard.and'reaches that-much... can slam dunk fustitke #24 did: Photo by
BradKurtz. ," .,' . ,
Sports Calendar
Washington and Whitman ColIege,' Walla
Walla, WA.
Men's Tennis; ·BSU at University'of
Oregon, Eugene, Oregon.
Soccer;BSU .vs. Mountain Home,
Mountain Hqme, Idaho (2 pm);· .. ...
11: Men's Tennis; BSU vs; lJniversity of
Portl;md, Portland, OR.
.April:
9-10: Golf; Boise State University
Intercollegiate golf. tournamellt;, Warm
Springs Golf Course (8 am both days).
10: Men's and Women's Track; BSU
Al1-ldaho track meet, .BroncoStadium(l1
am). , .
Women'S Tennis; BSUvs. Eastern
Boise State To Host
Au-Idaho Track Meet
.(}!'!lvItR§fTY,NEiWS.- y.IPr.il,t:'IJ;;-i9.8l''':"falJ"e II
. -. ' . - ,','. ~- .
Boise--. "The 1500 should be a barnburner," said
Track and field athletes from Idaho's Jacoby. "When you have that many good
three major universities will gather at athletes in a race, you can bet the times will
Bronco Stadium; on .Saturday.. i\.pr. 10,. be-good and the race close."
1982, for the All-Idaho track meet. Men's The 400 meter relay appears to be the
and women's teams from the University of closest of all with Idaho posting a 41.62
Idaho, Idaho State University and Boise clocking, Boise State with a41.5 and Idaho
State University will do battle for team State with a time of 42.\. In addition, the
honors beginning at II am with the field 400 meter event has all the tools for a fine
events. race as well; Idaho's Sam Koduah and,
The 1982 meet has all the ingredients to ISU's Mark McGavish have posted the best
be one of the best meets ever at Boise State. imes in the conference this year. Both have
All three teams are off to good starts in the recorded a 47.2, while BSU's Camerud has
. spring and all three have quality athletes a best of 48.3. Camerud's all-time best is
throughout the lineup. 47 .35~
"This is one of two meets in the year that '~t should be a great afternoon of action
we are concerned with the teams with some of the best athletes in the state of
performance," said BSU men's coach Ed Idaho," said Jacoby:
Jacoby. "The other is the 'Big Sky The women's portion of the meet will be
Championships. Since it is the second most no different than the men's in the area of ~
important meet of the year, there is a lot of excitement. According to BSU coach Jim
pride at stake." Klein, the meet"could be decided in the final
The women's portion of the meet will event of the day. . .
feature some outstanding performers led by "Idaho State is very tough as usual and
Idaho's Patsy Sharples and BSU's Andrea Idaho is very talented," said Klein. "We
Wilson. Both are among the top women are very well balanced this year and have
distance runners in the nation: . had some very good performances;, I would
"This should be an excellent meet for have to give Idaho the edge if they perform
both the women and the men," commented' anywhere near their bestmarks of the
BSU women's coach Jim Klein. "The team season." ,
title will probably be decided in one of the Sharples arid Wilson will probably meet
final two events. ", . in the 1500 meter race. Sharples ran the
"It would be very difficult to pick a race in 4:3\.6 in 1981, while Wilson has
favorite because all three teams are tough;" turned in an impressive 4:32.0 this season.
· said Jacoby. "Idaho may be limited by the They could meet in the 3,000 and 5,000 as
number of athletes, but the quality is there. well. .
Idalio State has the depth to' dominate the "I think Andrea will stack up w'ell
distances and we are consistentthroughouL against Sharples in the 1:500and they could
the team, depending on the condition ora have a good race at 3,oooalso," Klein said.
few athletes." . , , . AlIiscnFalkenbergwill lead-the Vandal
. Jacoby was referring to the 'aggravatec' 'womenin the short springs. Falkenberg has
hamstring of Tony Bailey, BSU's leading runthe 100 in 12.2, the 200 in 24.9 and the
triple' and long jumper, Kenrick Camerud's: 400 in 56.52. Her main competition will
bruised heel arid pole vaulter Dave Kerby's .'.come from BSU's Debbie Florke in the 100
pulled hamstring.. '. and 200. Florke has been clocked in 12.5
The 800 meters event could be the over 100 meters and 26. lin the 200. The
pic\Uier eve!itofthedayaccording to4xloo relay will also bea tremendous race.
Jacoby, 'ldaho's>John Trott. has "run the The BSU women have turned in the fastest
eventin~:50 flat, while teammate Leroy time of the three schools with a 49.2
Robinson is :arioutstanding" half-miler, clocking, while Idaho has 50.4 and Idaho
BSU will look to Paul Murphy and Gene State a 51.4;
· Stone. Murphy has a best "fI:51.1andThe field events are also filled with some
· Stone hasturned in a.time of 1:53.6. ".. . very fine athletes led by' ISU's Pat
. The mile relay may.be an exciting race as. Herrington, BSU's Sandy Johnson and
w,ell.AHthree schools have run the event in '. . Idaho's Melissa Coleman;
the 3:12 ratlge.In the 1500 meter race there' . "I definitely have a)liglq>riority for this,
·will be a race'to th~finish line \YithTrott of '.'meet," '.commented .Klein~ ~'I ,think there
· Ic\aho:rracy .Harris ,and Steve •.Cresl.or· wil,1be some outstanding performances in
, Idaho Sti\te and Tom Rothenberger. for the the meet; which. will make for an exciting
Broncos.. ' ,. . day." . ..,. .
. !~
The following national
organizationsall have onethingin
common: the promotion of peace.
BSU's Ground Zero.Day
Convocation is coming up (see
editorial by Jim Maguire) and this
week's BoisePrimer covers national
peace organizations in preparation
for it. Contact any or all, then spread
the word.
Carnegie Endowment for
International Peace: II Dupont Cir.
N.W., Washington D.C. 20036,
202-797-6400.
Center for War/Peace Studies: 218
E. 18th sr., New York, NY 10003,
212-475-0850.
Central cOmmiltee for Military
and Draft Counseling: 2016 Walnut
St.vPhiladclphia, PA, 19103,
215-368-7971.
Clergy & Laity Concerned: 3rd
Floor, 198 Broadway, New York,
NY, 212-964-6730.
Coalition for a New Foreign &
Mi!ilary Policy: 120Maryland Ave.
NE, Washington, D.C.
Friends Peace Committee of the
Philadeiphia Yearly Meeting of
Friends: 1515 Cherry St.,
Philadelphia, PA 19i02,
215-241-7320.
The Fund for Peace: 1995
Broadway. New York, NY, 10023,
212-580-8635.
National Interreligious Service
Board for Conscientious Objectors:
Suite 550, Washington Bldg., 15th
St. and New York Ave. N.W.,
Washington, DC 20005,
202-393-4868.
Sane: 318 Massachusetts Ave NE,
Washington, DC, 20002,
202-546-4868.
Society for Cultural Relations
USA·USSR: 1154N.Western Ave.,
Los Angeles, CA, 90029,
213-469-7525.
War Resisters League: 339 . .
Lafayette St., New York, NY, 10012;.
212-2.28-0450.
War Tax Resistance International:
3rd Floor, 330 Lafayette St., New
York, NY, 10012,212-477-2970.
Women's International League for
Peace and Freedom: U.S. Section:
1213 Race St., Philadelphia, PA,
19107,215-563-7110. .
Women Strike for Peace: 201
Massachusetts Ave. NE, .
Washington, DC, 20002,
202-543-2660.
Letter To The
'Editor:
Wiley Watt
• Continued from potu' fI)
truly.deserving of wilderness deSIgna-
tion may suddenly be opened
permanently toroading and mining
activities.
Gradually, the true intent of
Secretary Watt's bill is becoming
evident. While the bill claims to
"Protect" wilderness areas from
development until the year 2000, in
fact it would completely open
wilderness areas to uninhibited
development after that 'date; 'Ad-
ditionally, its, various .provisions
could effectively gut the wilderness
system' so painstakingly established
by Congress with the passage of the
Wilderness Act of 1964. .
. If.you find this proposal alarming
then your help is needed: Wi!U'sbill
was introduced into Congress as
House Resolution 5603 by Manuel
Lujan; Jr. (R-NewMexico). Write, a
leiter to Congressman. Lujanvand
Idaho, Congressmen Craig, Hansenand Senators McClure andSymms,'
Tell them youoPl?oseHR 5603'
and ask them to do .like~ise; Additionally, ... 1
. yourriaywantto supporrHR5282",abmbY~
Congressman' Philip Burton' (D~Calif.),
which would immediately withdraw all.
wilderness and study 'areas from mineral
entry.
Watt's bill, has gained some momentum
because conservationists, have· not immed-
iately perceived the true nalure of the bill
'and its provisions, I urge you to become'
involved, because the Watt bill offers one
of the most serious threats ever to the
integrity, and even the existence, of our
national' wilderness system.
intently,waiting for the hint of a smile or
.s6irieCothei'liumall expressioil"to cracRUili{
dispassionate Vulcan exterior. "
Roddenberry feels Sci-Fl. films would be
better .served by ..rerouting vsome of the
money put into special effects toward
producing better scripts and stronger
acting',
He said all the money used in his movie
will show up on the screen, concentrating
on "humanity more than-technology."
Science Fiction:
USc here and.now." '... .. ._, ." ..
:. 'Star trek allowed Roddenberryt» make
allegorical sketches about human behavior;
"I really picked these three parts of a
human--commandresponsibility .in Kirk,
'logic in Spock , and the doctor's
humanism-because I'd get the same thing
as stream of'consciousness in a novel."
Science fiction has the potential, and he
feels Star Trek realized that potential,to
say "not only is there going to be a
tomorrow, .but it's going to be great.
Dehumanization is not created by
machines,it'screated by humans, and yes,
that 'could happen if we're foolish enough
to let the wrong people in power to run
things ... but we have many more options
than that." .
Ironically, the technological advances
made in special effects allow. filmmakers a
greater sophistication in criticizing tech-
nology. Science- 'fiction writers such as
Asimov, Ursula Le Guin, Robert Heinlein,
Frank Herbert, and others, however have
had greater artistic freedom than
• filmmakers because their most special
effect is the human mind.
Science fiction is born of technology and
nurtured in the human ,mind, and any
civilization which can build cities and
Continued to page 13 •
Bill Laurance
BSU Conservation Group Despite the attention lavished on. special
effects, all science fiction writersv
filmmakers, and fans know that what'
makes sci-fi a respectable, even virtuous,
body of literature is its attention to the
position of human beings in the miasma of
computer technology and rapidly changing
social structures.
Roddenberry said science fiction "can do
much more exciting examinations of the
human animal because in science fiction
. youcan put humans into strangesituations
and check their reactions to that, whereas
in a historical novel, you have to depend on
the reader reading things into it to see how
it affects us today. All writing is about
humans," he said.' "It is ultimately about
Technology and Hope
Beam Me Up
• ('/llIllIilli'fljr/JIII/JI/l!(' fJ
the TV' series, remains a very human
enterprise. His uplifting life-affirming view'
of the future envelopes his characters.
Audiences feel sympathy for the
constantly bedraggled 'and, pressured ship's
engineer Scotty, as he wails hysterically to .
Kirk about the state of the engines, "I can't
,pold 'er down any, longer, Captain!"
AiJdiences arc touched when "Bones"
delivers one of his country-doctor-saving-
humanity discourses, and they watch Spo,:k
p~ge 12 • (iiI/VERSIfY NEWS~Apri{7-13. t9iJ2
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Now available in the Studies
Abroad Office LA206 are Em-
plois 'd'ete en France (summer
_jobs in France) and Summer Jobs
in Britain, 1982.
For more information, call"
. 385-3956...' -
Anti ..Vlar RaUy_
Over 250 anti-war rallyers met
in Moscow, to march and voice
their opposition to United States
military presence in EI Salvador,
on Sunday, March 28, Reagan
foreign policy in EI Salvador was
strongly denounced by the crowd."
Of the 250 who braved cool
weather and the threat of an icy
storm, more than a few had also
chanted their way through an
Asian war. They likened the
occasion to marches and rallies of
those Vietnam days.
A few olive drab outfits, pulled
from closets and trunks, colored.
the crowd.· Signs held high
proclaimed: "EI Salvador is
Spanish for Vietnam," and
"Peate. It's not just a '60s fad" ...
Scholarships
A scholarship program for high
school, college and graduate
school students has been an-
nounced by the National Audu-
bon-Society Expedition Institute.
The 1982_ scholarships are de-
signed to defray ,a student's
expenses while attending school,
or for a project ' or ,summer
program of the student's choice.
Application forms and instruc-
tions are available until August
'5, ' 1982, by sending a self-
addressed stamped #10 envelope
to: Sch6Hu'sliip Committee, Na-
tional Audubon- Society Expedi-
tion Institute, RFD #1, Box 149B,
Lubec, Maine 04652. The finan-
cial aid and multiple scholarship
grants range from $100-$200.
Elk's Rehabilitation Hospital
Auxiliary Scholarship is available.
Amount varies. Candidate must
be pursuing a course of study ina
health-related field, have financial
need, and be' available for
personal interview. Deadline for
application is April 15, 1982.
Submit application, two written.
references and personal narrative.
Send to:
, Mary.Jean Boesiger
Chairperson
Scholarship Committee
c/o Idaho Elks Rehabilitation
Hospital Auxiliary .
P.O. Box 1100
Boise, 1083701.
A $300 St. Alphonsus Hospital
Auxiliary Scholarship is offered.
Candidate must be enrolled in a
health-care field of study .. Dead-
line to apply -is April 18, 1982.
Submit application and twoletters
of reference to:
St. Alphonsus Hospital
Auxiliary, '.
1055' North Curtis Road
Boise, 10 83706.
A $200 scholarship is offered by
AAUW-Mini Cassia Branch.
Female Junior or Senior from
Cassia or Minidoka Counties who
are enrolled in an.Idaho College
are eligible to apply. Deadline is
'j,APrilI9,1982. Submit applica-
. ~~n, and CO,lIegeGra~e Transcript
Miss Ellen Maie Oberholtzer
', Scholarship Committee,
AAUW
P.O. Box I
Burley, ID 83318 ...
Ghostwrit.et:s
.A'i-qQnsentdecree issu,ed.last
Octobef" by U.S. District Court
Ndge John~V6orheesjn Seattle
freeze campaign' calls on the
United States and the Soviet
Union to join in an agreement to
stop all testing, production and
deployment ofnuclcar" weapons
and delivery systems after a
speci fied date and to agree to
checks and verification pro-
cedures assuring that both sides
will honor the agreement.
Backers of the campaign say it
is ail idea whose time has come
because of the failure of any past
treaty to have any real practical
effect in slowing down nuclear
proliferation or stopping the
ever-increasing sophistication o(
nuclear weapon designs and
delivery systems, .
They say their proposal is
gaining wide public support. ..
DEP Attacked
The Central Committee for
Conscientious Objectors, the
nation's largest draft and military
counseling agency, has filed a
complaint with the' Department of
Defense regarding the military's
use of the Delayed Entry Program
in high schools. Th'e Delayed
Entry Program is the primary
recruiting approach used by the
military and accounts for more
than 60 percent of all military
enlistments. Under the DEP,
students enlist in .the military
reserves while still seniors in high
school and are then given up to
-one year of delay before being
sent to basic training.
CCCO charges that the DEP is
fundamentally' unfair' to. _high,
school students in two important
respects. First, the military uses
DEP recruits to recruit other high
school students and gives them a
promotion. if they recruit two'
students who later- graduate.
These amateur DEP recruiters are
given no instruction, in fair
approaches to recruiting their
classmates. Nor are they required
to reveal that they will receive a
bonus for convincing other
students to join the military.
In the complaint filed with the
Department of Defense, CCCO
calls. for the military to review
their current DEP policy with lin
eye to developing regulations that
would require recruiters to warn
potential DEP recruits that
enlisting immediately may not
always be in their best interests.
Each year CCCO hears from
hundreds of students who have
entered the DEP program' and
realize later that they have made a
mistake. Students who wish to get
out of the DEP often do have, a
way out if they get in touch with
the CCCO counselor nearest to
them. They can write to ceca at
2208 South Street, Philadelphia,
PA 19146, for the name of the
volunteer counselor nearest to
them ...
Archives. Contact Don P.
Haacke, Maps and Special Collec-
tion Librarian, University Archf-
vist...
Speecn 'Finals
allows professors to change a
student's grade in a course for
which he or she turned in a
purchased term paper. If the
offeJise--is serious enough,-a
graduate's degree could, be re-
voked.
The consent decree results from
the postal service's investigation
of Seattle-area term paper sup-
plier, Pacific Research,
As part of the decree, Pacific
Research agreed to tell college
professors nationwide the name,
of students who bought term
papers and research services from
the firm.
The University of Washington's
Stephen Nord, acting vice presi-
dent for student affairs, said a
student who hands in canned
papers 'as original work is "clearly
cheating, "
"I assume the dean (in the
student's major department of
study) could withdraw the credit
or change the grade with the
consent of the professor in-
volved," Nord said.
He said the decree apparently
'would allow"any curious profes-
sor or deanIto) simply look back
in their own departmental or test
records to see if they recognize
any of those names" of students
buying Paci fie Research material.
The Washington Legislature in
1979approved a measure prohibi-
ting the sale of term papers, thesis
or other WOl k to students for
classroom use. Then-Gov. Dixy
Lee Ray. a former college
professor, signed the measure into
law.
B..52 Pilot Says
No More
An Air Force B-52 pilot is
currently awaiting a court-martial
for his refusal to fly the nuclear
bomb-carrying aircraft. Captain"
Craig Chestler, of Flint, Michi-
gan, decided last November that
he could not maintain his religious
convictions "while working with
nuclear weapons that, .at 'some-
body's beck and call, can kill
millions." Chestler, who .became
a Jehovah's Witness last. year,
said, "It took me a while before I
started to realize what my job
really was, to realize what that
plane was really for."
On November 11, 1981,
Armistice Day, Captain Chestler
filed for conscientious objector
status and requested leave without
pay until his scheduled 1982
discharge from the service.
Chestler refused to report for duty
after the request was denied, and
he is now under house arrest at
. Ellsworth Air Force Base, 'in
South Dakota. Faced with the
possibility of 12 years in pris~llI,.
Craig Chestler said that it's worth
having taken a stand to serve
God. "This is just a small test."
he said.' February 19, Denver
Post.
Anti ..Nuke
RecommendatioQ.
Three of the four recommenda-
tions of Governor John Evans for
. amendments. to the legislation in
Congress relating to disposal of
nuclear wastes have been accepted
by the House Interior Committee.
Evans made the recommenda-
tions as chairman of the Nuclear
Power Subcommittee of the
National Governors' Association.·
The original bill would have
required a state 'to gain support of
one house of Congress before its
objections to the site of a
proposed waste disposal project
could be considered. The revised
version allows a state's objections
to halt the project unless the
objections are overridden by both
houses of Congress.
Another change would give
states additional time to prepare
their objections for submission' to
Congress,
The third change eliminated
from the bill a proposal that
would have given states no say in
the disposal sites for military
waste.
Evans also proposed dropping
from the bill a requirement that
states pay 25 percent of.the cost of
evaluating local impacts of waste
disposal projects. The committee
retained that provision but Evans
said he hopes the change would be
accepted before final congression-
al action on the bill ...
BSU's- Archives
Two BSU students are sched-
uled to attend Speech Nationals in
Mankato, Minn. April 17-20.
Dawn Gaines, daughter . of
Aubrey and Bernice Gaines,
Boise, qualified-by winning the
district championship in dramatic
interpretation in Portland, are.
Feb. 27-28: and will compete in
dramatic interpretation; poetry
and serve as an alternate in prose.
Julie Newell, daughter of
Merton and Patricia Newell of
Boise, placed fourth in imprornp- ,
t u speaking in Portland, and will
compete in impromptuand serve
as an alternate in expository.
BSU assistant professor of
communication Dr. Suzanne
.McCorcle will accompany Gaines
and Newell to the championship.
Beam Me Up
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culture from ideas' can sculpt
dreams from technology.
Isaac Asimov has said that if
'the human species wishes to
survive, it must venture out
beyond the Earth's' surface.
'Roddenberry would agree' with
Asimov. During his "Star Trek
Experience" show at BSU,
Roddenberry answered his own
question. "Do we belong in
space? Yes, we belong in space.
We belong any damn place we
want to go," he said, to the loud
cheers of the crowd.
Science fiction is valuable,
claims Carl Sagan, because it
allows "experiments on the
future, explorations of alternative
destinies, and attempts to mini-
mize future shock,"
Many of the 4,000 space fans
who packed the BSU gym a
month ago share that belief. They
welcome the future because they
feel there will be, a future arid it
will be positive.
The hope which abounds in so
much of today's science fiction
stems not so much from' the
mechanics of the future techno-
logy as from what' those
mechanics imply: survival. )
Roddenberry preached to: be-
lievers, and as the lights dimmed
in the gym and the light from the
movie screen framed the faces of
the people in the front rows,
several people in the audience.
could be seen joining Capt. Kirk
in his familiar opening credit
voice-over as the Enterprise
zooms by in warp drive:
"Space ... the final- frontier. ..
A year-old grassroots campaign
to get a . bilateral' U.S.-Soviet
freeze on nuclear weapons is
rapidly gaining ground.
In populous .California ,more
than a haIfa million signatures,»
well over the 350,000 needed-have
been gathered for putting the
freeze proposition on a statewide
referendum ballot in November.
In tiny, largely rural Vermont, .
where the prerevolutionarytradi-
.tion of government, by town
meeting is still proudly main-
tained, the movement is sweeping
. the state. .
More than 100 towns in Maine
and New Hampsoire were also
schedule'd to debate and vote on
the issue later irtMarch.
The bilateral nuclear. weapons
During the past two. semesters a
special efforthas been made to
locate and collect records for the
University Archives.
The Archives organizes as well
as gathers information about past
activities of both people and
departments.
BSU's Jubilee has focused
interest on the history of the
school, a fifty year history of BSU
is being written. .
While much has been collected,
the search for records has not
been completed in 'all offices.
Many gaps in files need to be
filled.
The memories of the University
continue to grow. It is well to
remember that today will soon be
history and what is created now
will be interesting to people years
hence. Many employees and
alumni 'may have photographs,
scrapbooks, or other memorabilia
that will help to tell BSU's story.
Before you throw them away,
consider giving them to the
SENIORS.
Whfl~ver.yourdegr~e will b~, the Navy 7an give you a management
position (If youqualify). You11get technical training and managerial
expenence.The Navyoffers managerial positions in the followingareas:
ELECTRONICS • ENGINEERING
INVENTORY CONTROL/PU RCHASING
PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION
SYSTEMS ANALYSIS
~lly?U need is a minimum.of a BS/BA degree (summer graduates
may mqu.lre).be n? more than 34 years old, be able to pass aptitude .'
and physical examinations and qualify for security clearance.
(US. citizenship required l..Y~)Urbenefits packageincludesSu days'
. earned annual vacauon, medical/dental/low cost life insurance
coverageplus other t~x-free jncentives. If you 're in.terested in. gaining
. managenalandt~chmcal responSIbIlitIes fast. caUthe Naval
.ManagementPrograrns Office at: 800.547.2024 "
. or send a letter to: Rm4696 Ovel-landM .•. Boisc, ID 83705.
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Rock' n roll really stirs witk the exciting laste of SeagramS 7& 7UB. And SOdoes country and western,
and jazz, and disco-in fact, everything sounds better with 7& 7.Enjoy our quality in moderation.
, '
Rockiaroll stirs with
SeJen&SeJ1eff .
St. Zip
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IKEEPIN'·· UP... by Eduardo Danilo"Punch
Dirt lJy LA. llmos Synd.
+-+--::---..~- --.~~NO MAN!ONLY BlACK 5RJTS!
?
----
,
Pheebe & the·Pigeon people' by Jay Lynch &Gary Whitney: "It seems we're settling the tribal Squabble like
civilized people." : -
'CAUSE! WAt-lTUS 10 !<ElllRN~e HOSTAGES"!b IRAN! :
~ O~ Punch
WELL- I AOMIRE )OUR NEW·FOUND
SOCIAl- CONCERN. 'SUT 1l2AN
RETl/RNEl> T~E/-loS-rAGES
WE~l. CNER A Yf3AR p.f5O!
DISl by l.A. Times Synd.
The .Real Puzzle" Round trip
.«: :
· .· ..·...' \ ..
...~J"cl .~~!' '
-c;- ., /t--'il
r I
.- I I
\ I
I
by Don Rubin
4Each of the panels at the
right represents a different
view from the front seat of a
car during a 24-hoUf, round-
trip excursion. The numbered
panels are, of course, out of
order.
Using the various clues pro-
vided - the scenic continuity,
landmarks, shadows, etc., -
see whether you can re-create .
the journey, in proper
sequence, from beginning to
end.
We've given you the first
panel to start you off .
.The Real D..~ I oM ~:";'L.":_, .~~~ ~~n
Wildcards
r \I
'j
)
i:
(;
List $7.95
Sale $1.49
List $12,95
Sale $1.98
List $12.80
Sale $1.98·
.. ,
List $12.95
Sale $ .98
List $5.95
Sale $1.00
List $6.95
Sale $ .49
List $7.95
Sale $1.49
List $8.50
Sale $ .98
List $10.95
Sale $1.98
, : - ,'. .'. -:.'-'--~~ AVAIL-ABLE AT: ." .. ,-..... ". - ':'--:~.~ ----.- ... .
• _ _. • ;;. ~ " - I ~ .' _ "0 ~ •
OPEN·
M..:.F8fo·5·
;SATiO.to3
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